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"We Have Met The Enemy..."
A Book Review of
SUSTAINABLE AMERICA: AMERICA'S ENVIRONMENT, ECONOMY,
AND SOCIETY IN THE 21sr CENTURY"*

as reviewed by
David Hahn-Baker***
The world described in the new book, SUSTAINABLE
AMERICA: AMERICA'S ENVIRONMENT, ECONOMY, AND SOCIETY IN

THE 21s CENTURY, strikes the informed reader as a Dickensian tale

of two planets. The book describes a worst of times with an
impressive array of facts about the negative planetary impacts of
mankind's environmental, social, and economic practices. It describes
these facts within a framework developed by the President's Council
on Sustainable Development (PCSD), a collaborative effort of the
Clinton administration including business, environmental and social
leaders. It describes a world clearly headed toward destruction, as our
desire to consume lays waste to the very ecosystem we depend upon
for life.

Daniel Sitarz, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA: AMERICA'S ENVIRONMENT,
ECONOMY, AND SOCIETY INTHE 2ls CENTURY (Nova Publishing Co. 1998).

...

David Hahn-Baker is an environmental advocate, writer and teacher based

in Buffalo, NY. Since moving to Buffalo from Washington, D.C. in 1989, he has
run his own environmental and political consulting firm, Inside/Out Political
Consultants which has a slogan of Inside Washington, D.C. skills with outside
Washington, D.C. thinking.
Mr. Hahn-Baker is a 1981 graduate of Princeton University. He is on the
faculty of the Graduate School of Political Management at George Washington
University and also has taught as an adjunct professor teaching environmental
courses at the State University of New York at Buffalo (UB) in 1998 and the
School of Natural Resources at the University of Michigan in 1993. His research
and academic professional activities include work on to diversify the study cohort
of the Great Lakes Angler Study being conducted by Department of Social and
Preventive Medicine at UB and development of a symposium on the 1996 NYS
Clean Water/Clean Air Bond Act for the UB Office of Urban Affairs and Public
Service.
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Conversely, the book also embraces a best of times view of
how, if all people will just recognize their common concern in
fostering environmental protection, economic growth, and social
equity and we all move beyond our history of confrontational politics
that "pits essential elements of society against each other in a false
contest," then "people can find ways to lead prosperous lives which
are in harmony with the environment." The book never effectively
addresses the dichotomy between its indictment that our actions are
killing the planet and its confidence that our actions can save the
planet.
According to a testimonial on its cover of SUSTAINABLE
AMERICA, by former U.S. Senator Paul Simon, "SUSTAINABLE

seeks to... protect this Earth for future generations, and
does so in practical understandable ways." This goal establishes this
book as targeted for practical use by both seasoned sustainability
advocates and laymen as well. In this reviewer's opinion, while the
book does provide the environmentally informed and those who are
policy professionals with a wealth of documented facts and a
compilation of the policy recommendations of the PCSD, this book
is not only too dense for general reading, it also does not provide a
full exploration of the philosophical basis of sustainability issues that
is necessary for the proper application of the facts contained within
it.
The book is laudable for its cohesive description of
perspectives from the PCSD. It has a well-documented collection of
facts concerning sustainability and a thoughtful collection of
additional resources on these issues. However, this collection falls
well short of bridging the gap between its description of how human
nature and our collective activities are destroying the planet and how
given these errors, human nature and collective action are suddenly
going to do a 180-degree turn and save it. The book never seems to
get to how this transition from human effort that is destroying at
unprecedented rates on an unprecedented scale, to human effort that
preserves and restores on a the same scale will occur.
AMERICA
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offers an incredibly detailed

compilation of policy adjustments for fostering sustainability while
never addressing the human nature adjustments which must underlay
long-term change. Make no mistake. This book is an excellent
resource for information on unsustainable practices and policy
recommendations from the PCSD. However, it offers increased
efficiency and better technology for creation of win-win situations
over the long-run without addressing the tough choices caused by the
current win-lose nature of our society and the win-lose nature of
short-term impacts. Ultimately, while merely brushing against these
tough "good vs. bad" choices about human actions, it fails to really
explore the even tougher issues of "good vs. evil" choices in how
man relates to creation.
FORMAT
SUSTAINABLE AMERICA was edited by Daniel Sitarz, an

attorney, university professor, and policy analyst with a Midwestern
policy institute. The book was truly edited rather than authored since
it is a collection of policy recommendations from the PCSD rather
than new work that presents a roadmap toward sustainability. The
initial sections of the book do provide some of the context for these
recommendations; however, for the most part the book provides good
information rather than being a good read.
The book begins with a foreword by Vice-President Al Gore.
The foreword provides a feel-good start to the book and lets you
know that the Vice-President is "extremely proud," he also is
"especially heartened," and he lets you know that the federal
government is "doing its part." These bromides stand in stark
contrast to the statistics presented in the next sections of the book, so
you can pretty much skim through the foreword to get to its one true
statement that "SUSTAINABLE AMERICA . . . is an invaluable
guidebook for anyone devoted to the vision of a sustainable future."
The book does provide an excellent compilation of PCSD work, but
does this work add up to the vision of a sustainable future?
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Unlike the foreword, the introduction by the editor cuts to the
key points ofthe challenge of sustainability. A brief discussion of the
definition of sustainable development concludes with the flat
statement that whatever vision of sustainability one chooses, "the
present course of America, and indeed humanity, is not sustainable."
This statement is buttressed by a brief but choice selection of
statistics such as the fact that one-fifth of humanity lives in abject
poverty, the fact that U.S. citizens consume 25% of the earth's
resources while comprising only 5% of its population, and that U.S.
per capita consumption has increased 45% over the last 20 years. It
is unclear why any events in the context of these facts leaves the
Vice-President heartened, proud, or feeling like the U.S. government
is doing its part. This tale of two divergent and inconsistent views of
the planet reflected in the foreword and introduction represents the
central quandary of this book.
The first chapter of SUSTAINABLE AMERICA provides an
overview of the challenge of global sustainable development. This
overview is detailed, well-documented and represents one of the
central ways in which the book serves the reader. The chapter
provides greater depth and perspective to the challenges than the
facile foreword. It links the broad concepts of environmental
protection and restoration, appropriate economic development, and
social equity together as the underlying basics of sustainable
development.
Socio-political concepts are introduced such as the
overwhelming impacts of increased communications on the
individual and the increasing public disenchantment with the large
institutions. The recognition of the scale, speed, and diversity of the
problems which threaten global sustainability is critical to the type of
analysis offered by the book. These concepts are buttressed by
documented data such as the rapid increase in global deforestation
and its impacts such as the loss of the feedstocks for pharmaceuticals.
The chapter makes a plea for a more consensus driven
approach to sustainability which takes into account the needs and
perspectives of what the editor calls "essential elements of society."
He opposes "confrontational politics" as inhibiting exploration of the
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best solutions. Sitarz proposes a key role for federal government in
helping to set boundaries for and facilitate policy discussions.
Government in his view has a clear role in creating open and
inclusive debates about the future. Herein lies one of the failings of
the book.
In a world where discussions between different classes and
different races are inherently unequal, how can disenfranchised
participants be non-confrontational? In a world where major
companies are still often found guilty in the courts of flagrant
discrimination, how can a government which is committed to
protecting civil rights remain non-confrontational? Great leaders who
were both wise and gentle like Martin Luther King were certainly
nonviolent, but were also some of the most confrontational people of
their times.
Must advocates of sustainability remain nonconfrontational in the face of evil acts?
It is ultimately true that the captains of environmental
destruction must be engaged toward constructive action. They are too
powerful and wealthy to be defeated and thus must be convinced,
shamed, cajoled, and rewarded to do the right thing. However, this
book refuses to speak truth to power, and accomplishment of its lofty
goals will not be found upon that path. One of the central challenges
for sustainability is to address this paradox of speaking truth while
maintaining constructive engagement. The book flirts with truth but
does not embrace it.
Sitarz goes on to identify caring for the Earth as a deep human
impulse which is based on aesthetic, spiritual, and religious values.
He is absolutely correct in this judgment. However, in recognizing
this, one cannot invalidate the confrontational nature of efforts to
protect these deep impulses and values. Is there no room at the
sustainability discussion table for evangelical Christians whose
bumper stickers on takings issues read- God Made It, We Tend It,
That Settles It! Is the primary role of facilitation by government one
of making sure that poor minority families facing environmental
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injustice in the 'Cancer Alley' of Louisiana have an equal seat at the
table? Or alternately, is this facilitator role one of shielding corporate
polluters from the confrontational stance taken by these activists?
Perhaps Sitarz' answers to these questions can be found in his
treatment of religious issues in this book. This moral thinking is
embodied by the editor in the phrase "ethic of stewardship." It is one
often common sets of goals which he identifies as having emerged
from the PCSD's work. The bulk of the book consists of each of
these goals being addressed with a chapter consisting of introductory
discussions and a series of actions to be taken to achieve the goal.
While there are extensive chapters which correspond to goals like
sustainable consumption or production, education or leadership
development, and issues like sustainable agriculture or energy
production, unfortunately development of the stewardship ethic and
detailed treatment of moral and religious issues does not receive the
same attention. In fact, overt discussion of the religious community
and its issues are relegated to a brief treatment in the conservation of
nature section.
In general the book treats the issue of sustainability as a
technical puzzle which through intellect, creative problem solving,
and a hope that through good will we can all solve the problem
together. The book does not seem to grasp that many of our
unsustainable practices may be based in our moral failings. Does
greed not exist, and what role does it play in unsustainable activity?
Does injustice not exist and must it not be confronted and conquered
to achieve sustainability? Is a spiritual transformation, which clearly
is the province of religious and spiritual communities, an essential
element in ending unsustainable practices? Many would think so, but
there is scant engagement with these issues to be found in this work.
Fundamentally, this book appears to be an accurate reflection
of the work of the PCSD because the book suffers from the same
central failings as the PCSD. The Council has adopted the standard
of the Brundtland Commission that sustainability can be defined as
meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their needs. In the work of the PCSD that
I have seen and participated in, there is a repeated failure to
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differentiate between needs and wants. America has a fundamental
issue in that as a society we often define our wants and desires as
needs.
Basic needs are constituted by those things which are
necessary for life. Food, clothing, and shelter are clearly needs.
There are also second-order needs which most people would also
define as basic to existence in modem society. For example,
transportation to work so that one can accumulate assets which are
then translated into food, clothing, or shelter might also be reasonably
classified as a need. However, our society generally would classify
having a car as that means of transportation as a need. In fact, the
ability to have an individual vehicle may even be considered a basic
right by many Americans. In addition, we often feel that it is our
right to have the car of our choice. In America, we demand the right
to choose a fuel-efficient compact or a gas-guzzling four-wheel drive
monster even though we might routinely use it only to take the kids
to the soccer game or to pick up groceries rather than to ascend some
mountain as we see in commercials. Can the world survive an
America where we satisfy our 'need' for sport utility vehicles?
The book and the PCSD never seem to come to grips with the
problem that our current consumptive habits may not only
compromise the ability of future generations to meet their basic needs
of food, clothing, and shelter, but also certainly play a role in the fact
that one-fifth of the earth's current population cannot meet its basic
needs today.
That being said, after its insufficient overview, the book does
provide some interesting policy recommendations which may well
buy additional time before the impacts of global climate change,
ozone depletion, collapse of fish stocks and other global crises come
to bear. The recommendations presented in the book will almost
certainly improve our activities in large (though insignificant in terms
of changing eventual outcomes) ways if implemented. It would be
asking too much to expect perfection of the PCSD. However, the
foreword by Vice-President Gore, the book jacket comments of
Senator Simon, and the claims imbedded in the presentations by the
editor, demand that we apply a high standard to this book. It clearly
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purports to have solutions that will create sustainability. This claim
goes too far. By ignoring the fundamental issues of human nature and
decision-making, and by proposing a delaying strategy as a solution
strategy, the work of the PCSD and the perspectives presented in this
book may well seal our fate if we delay coming to grip with the real
issues.
Again we see the major failing of this book. It cries out for a
summary which forcefully asks the questions which are raised by the
initial chapters of the book. Is America pursuing a path based on
meeting wants rather than needs? Is it possible to allow future
generations to meet their needs if we meet our wants? Is there any
hope for the future if developing countries such as China take the
American path? Should America re-evaluate the consumptive path
that is central to our way of life? How do we make it possible to
change our path given the individual liberties which are central to the
American way of life?
Instead of a strong close, the book offers a tepid chapter on
international leadership which is set up in the same policy
recommendation format as the bulk of the book. This chapter
describes large but ultimately insignificant 'action steps' for activities
such as supporting development assistance agencies, international
waterfowl protection, and international environmental research. The
final chapter even goes so far as to say that we should be "continuing
to promote and encourage global trading systems that mutually
reinforce environmental protection and other social development
goals." It can certainly be argued that the current global trading
system and Clinton administration efforts to promote it are
undermining environmental and social development. The book does
not even acknowledge this debate. It leaves this book as an interesting
collection of policy recommendations lacking a context. In

conjunction with other readings such as the ECOLOGY OF COMMERCE
by Paul Hawken or THE GEOGRAPHY OF NOWHERE by
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Howard Kunstler, the individual reader might find a context to allow
him to pick and choose amongst these policy recommendations to
find the relevant useful ideas.
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Despite its overarching shortcomings, it is worth considering
the policy recommendations presented in this book. To the extent the
book hopes to spur discussion of these issues, there is much to offer
from the policy recommendations included. These recommendations
are presented in the following context:
Sustainable Consumption; Sustainable Production;
Sustainable Population; Sustainable Natural resources; Sustainable
Agriculture; Sustainable Environmental management; Sustainable
Energy and Transportation; Education for Sustainability; Sustainable
Communities; and International Leadership in Sustainable
Development.
Though these recommendations fall short of the fundamental
changes in the American way of life, many are probably necessary or
useful (though certainly not sufficient) to achieve sustainability. They
are an excellent compilation of policy tweaking that would result in
maj or changes in how government and large institutions approach this
issue even though they are likely to produce only minor changes in
whether we obtain sustainability. I will examine three examples of
these policy approaches which fall in the categories of the good, the
bad, and the missing.
The Good
The section on population issues represents one of the better
efforts and potentially useful sections of the book. It can be
differentiated from other analytic pieces in the work because it readily
acknowledges the complex debates which really shape this issue
beyond the simple details and facts. If only through several
acknowledgments ofdeep public feelings on the issues and references
that the PCSD has taken no specific position on key issues like
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abortion or limiting tax deductions to two children per family, the
chapter at least touches upon areas which will cause great difficulty
in implementing policy changes.
In addition to recognizing these broader issues, the chapter
provides a well-spring of facts which can go a long way toward
getting the reader to reconsider his perceptions of population issues
within the context of sustainability. For example, the chapter
explores the large direct impact of the large number of Americans
who were born during the baby boom and their indirect impact upon
the current growth of the American population despite the fact that
their family size has dropped far below that of their parents. Many
more people, even with a lower birth rate, still means that our
population has many more people. This, in conjunction with longer
survivability through medical advances and immigration, has resulted
in the U.S. being the only major industrialized country in the world
experiencing significant population growth. The book lays out the
statistical case that unlike the conventional wisdom, the largest factor
in U.S. population growth remains our birth rate rather than
immigration (either legal or illegal).
The chapter also explores the role of unintended pregnancies
in driving this birthrate and explores a broad range of philosophical
changes that will lower the birthrate: from abstinence to increased
sex education, to greater educational and economic empowerment of
women, to increased participation and responsibility by men in
decreasing unintended pregnancies as solutions.
The section on adolescent pregnancy prevention is very
interesting. At its foundation is the statement that "the best strategy
for preventing teen pregnancy has always been to urge adolescents to
postpone sexual activity." It links this with facts such as:
* 70% of children born to teenage girls are fathered by
men 20 or older.
* Despite similar levels of sexual activity, the
pregnancy rate for U.S. teens is at least twice as high
as for teens in Canada, England, France, and Sweden.
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* Though 73% of U.S. parents support sexuality
education in schools, only 10% of American students
receive comprehensive sexuality education.
The book lays a good foundation for a comprehensive
reevaluation of our approach toward population and reproduction
issues. However, while the chapter on consumption does make the
connection to consideration of its relative relationship to population
concerns, the chapter on population does lack a clearer tie-in to the
importance of consumption as a driver of the unsustainability of
America. Environmentalists should never raise the legitimate
concerns about the impacts of growing population on the planet
without also raising the larger concern about the impact of
consumption by industrialized populations. Nevertheless, the
treatment of population provides good information for the reader.
The Bad
The aforementioned chapter on consumption is one of the
more disappointing, and in some ways maddening, chapters of the
book. The chapter begins with the statement that "America's quality
of life is built, in large part, on the unprecedented scale of U.S.
production and consumption." It closes with an analysis ofthe failure
of the U.S. economic system to rationally internalize environmental
costs.
In addition, the chapter makes the case that America's
consumptive habits are at the base of our sustainability problems.
Sitarz states flat out that stabilizing population alone will not solve
our sustainability problems, and that we must also change the nature
of our consumptive habits. Further, the chapter makes it clear that
due to its size and scale, it is American consumption which is the
leader on this problem, stating that the U.S. "plays a singular role in
the consumption of natural resources, even among industrialized
countries."
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Yet, after pursuing an analysis which establishes the American
social system as one based upon material gain rather than
sustainability, after presenting an analysis which finds fundamental
flaws in the operation of our economic system, and after establishing
that addressing the impacts of these flaws is the key to achieving
sustainability, the rest ofthe chapter and the book as a whole preaches
increased efficiency rather than fundamental change as the solution
to this problem. The book leads our thirsty society to water, but never
has the temerity to suggest we take a drink.
The Sustainable Consumption chapter presents
recommendations such as tax policy shifts and subsidy policy shifts
in a few pages. This short shrift not only underemphasizes the
political battles which will be necessary to foster even tiny changes
in policies that will impact well-heeled industries and lobbies that
have a large stake in the status quo, but likely overemphasizes the
impact these changes will have on sustainability if the demand of the
populace and the marketplace still fosters a throw-away culture that
seeks spiritual validation through the consumption of resources and
the accumulation of material goods.
A far more sensible political strategy would be to ignite the
broader conversation in our religious institutions, social organizations
and at the dinner table about whether we place more value on our
standard of living (U.S. consumption) or upon the quality of life
(sustainability). Once this discussion is held, and if there is an
endorsement of the sustainability goal by the body politic, only then
is it likely that there is any potential for adoption of the policy
recommendations presented in the book. Even worse, without the
achievement of the broader discussion on the 'real' issues, it is likely
that the policy recommendations put forward by this book will not
result in the desired goals. The failure to recognize the appropriate
match between the scale of the problems and the focus and scale of
the solutions renders the view of the world expressed in the book to
not only be ineffective but also corrupt.
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The Missing
The consumption chapter points to what's generally missing
in this book, which is a failure to recognize that the problem of
unsustainability is not a technical problem which will be solved
through some number of clever policy changes. The problem of
unsustainability is a personal, moral and spiritual problem that stems
from basic questions about what is important to us in our lives and
what our personal responsibility is to each other and all creation.
We will not achieve sustainability as long as we as a society,
as a species, and as individuals seek to acquire more than we can use,
and consume more than we can enjoy as our primary functions in life.
The cutting edge of the battle for sustainability is not being fought
over tax policies, more efficient engines, or better recycling. It is
actually seen in the books like THE GEOGRAPHY OF NOWHERE, which
examines our quest for a sense of place. It is found in books like
YOUR MONEY OR YOUR LIFE, which proposes a method for gaining
financial independence through personal goal setting, sound money
management, and consuming only what you really want. It is found
in religious institutions like the National Religious Partnership for the
Environment, which are making the connection between concepts like
greed and pollution or the connections between spiritual pollution and
environmental pollution.
What's missing from the book are difficult policy
recommendations about how a government which must separate
church and state, and also is captive to moneyed interests, can
possibly foster a spiritual debate that will cost the captains of industry
exorbitant profits. The work of the PCSD and this book on how to
create a sustainable America would have profited from
recommendations on leadership by politicians interested in
sustainability, on campaign finance reform, and on how government
can work with religious and social institutions to foster a discussion
on the underlying causes on unsustainable behaviors.
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THE NATIONAL TOWN MEETING FOR A SUSTAINABLE
AMERICA
How can a book which seems to get it in terms of the scale of
the problems be so far off in the scale and focus of its solutions? A
context for this publication, its benefits, and its failings can be seen
in the National Town Meeting for a Sustainable America (NTM)
which was held by the PCSD in early May of 1999.
The NTM was billed as an event that would launch a
"sustainability best practices" movement, provide training tools to
replicate these practices, and track and measure the impacts of new
approaches. In America's past, movements have played a critical role
in ending child labor, providing equal rights for women and basic
civil rights for minorities. Comparing the movement promised by the
NTM based upon 'best practices' and 'measuring new approaches' to
the American tradition of social change movements based upon
righting fundamental wrongs provides thin gruel indeed.
Like the book here under-review, the NTM provided great
information and interesting perspectives; however, in the end, it failed
to acknowledge the fundamental disagreements between the current
American way ofbusiness and the achievement of sustainability. For
example, one of the plenary sessions featured Denis Hayes, Executive
Director of the Bullitt Foundation, and one of the creators of the first
Earth Day, laying out in stark terms the environmental crisis which
confronts us and the need for aggressive action to address it. He was
followed by Ray Anderson, co-chair of the PCSD and founder of an
office furnishings business with more than a billion dollars in annual
sales, speaking to the potential that our planet is facing a global
extinction episode due to man's actions. Oddly, this was followed by
a videotaped speech by Senator Kit Bond ofMissouri, whose remarks
focused upon issues such as the need to get our government to backoff our current environmental regulations because of their impact on
small businesses. The disconnect between the world views of the live
speakers and the disembodied tape of the Senator was clear, but the
opportunity to engage this disconnect was not present.
Vice-President Gore also addressed the assembly and spoke
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of his confidence that we can solve these sustainability problems
working together to achieve mutual goals. There was no discussion
ofthe perspective that the basic goals of many of the parties attending
the PCSD not only do not overlap perfectly, but in fact are in great
conflict. How can these conflicts be reconciled? Probably not by
ignoring them and pretending they don't exist.
One of the moments of greater clarity was provided by a panel
of business CEOs which included heavy hitters such as Dow
Chemical and General Motors. It also included Gary Hirshberg, CEO
of Stonyfield Farms Inc., a leading yogurt and dairy product
manufacturer, who made a point of saying that his business attempted
to use sustainable practices and feedstocks. Even better, they were
able to make substantial profits while operating in a more sustainable
manner. He felt that it was clear from the science and his experiences
that dependence upon polluting approaches like usage of chemical
pesticides was not sustainable from an environmental or business
perspective. The moderator ofthe panel did ask the obvious question
that given that companies like Dow made chemical pesticides as a
primary part oftheir business, how do we reconcile the conflict? Was
he saying that one side was right and the other was wrong? His
response, to much laughter, was that yes, Dow was wrong. However,
he went on to say that he needed to work with Dow and other
polluting industries. They were too powerful and too big not to work
with them. We would not achieve sustainability unless we got Dow
to act differently. He praised them for even being at the conference
and observed that 20 years ago this would not have happened.
Hirshberg's view was quite refreshing in that it covered many
issues not addressed by the NTM as a whole, or the book
SUSTAINABLE AMERICA in particular. He recognized that there are
powerful forces in our economy and society that are doing things that
are simply bad. He acknowledged that these forces are so powerful
that we must work with them to change their ways rather than
He
operating under the illusion they should be defeated.
self-interest
acknowledged that his own goals were based upon his
rather than some pristine altruistic vision, and he praised those taking
an unsustainable approach for at least coming to the table to talk.
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These perspectives stand in stark contrast to the general PCSD
approach, which has not acknowledged the deeper issues and
conflicts and has instead taken a feel-good approach that has great
utility for the politics of getting the Vice-President elected President
and creating some good press for businesses pursuing unsustainable
practices.
The NTM was a valuable event since it brought many people
together for individual conversations and relationship building that
may ultimately make a difference. The meeting held 6 groups of
concurrent working sessions which had as many as 35 simultaneous
workshops on a broad range of issues central to sustainable practices.
Yet, like SUSTAINABLE AMERICA, it often failed to integrate these
many essential threads into an integrated whole that would present an
internally consistent comprehensive holistic view of the world.
SUMMARY

In the end, the book

SUSTAINABLE AMERICA

is 'a fair and

useful compilation of the work of a government entity which is
attempting to chart a different course for the fate of the earth.
However, its failure to present a realistic and honest view of the
issues it embraces points out the limitations of government to address
these concerns. There clearly is an important role for government
action, but it will not likely be as an initiator of the true movement
which will create change. Instead government's most useful front end
role may only be to take half or lesser measures which may buy us
enough time for true change to take place inspired by religious
institutions, social change groups, or perhaps through spontaneous
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actions which no group can orchestrate or create. On the back end,
government will be the tool through which this social change is
expressed, but as it is in most cases in democracies, our appointed
leaders will actually follow the body politic rather than leading.
SUSTAINABLE AMERICA would have profited greatly from an analysis
that started with politics rather than policy because that is where the
true answers to the good questions it raises can be found.

